Covid-19 Coronavirus Status
Peoria Skeet & Trap Club
The Peoria Skeet & Trap Board of Directors has approved a trial plan to allow shooting at Peoria Skeet &
Trap starting Thursday May 7th (We will open for shooting regular hours, regular days from 11:00 to 4:00
Thurs. Saturday and Sunday. Provided that our members and staff can follow stringent health and
safety guidelines including social distancing, proper hygiene and common sense, this may be a template
that we can build on until the Covid situation stabilizes.
While we want our members to enjoy some healthy outdoor fun, we urge all members with high-risk
conditions or those with high-risk family at home to be smart, stay home and stay safe! Anyone with any
symptoms or recent illness please help protect others and do not attend!
RULES:
For everyone’s safety it is crucial that we limit contact between staff and each other so this will be a
bare bone, shooting only system. We will have to stringently follow some simple rules, Please note:
NO guests will be permitted, members and immediate family only.
ALL members will have to check in, to do this properly we will have to know who is on the property.
ALL members will need to follow all social distancing, hygiene and safety rules and guidelines.
IF Guidelines cannot be followed, club will have to be closed back down.
What to expect:
The clubhouse will remain closed Except for use of bathrooms (limit two people at a time). Shooting
groups are limited to 3 persons, excepting immediate family.
We will require members to check-in and pay for targets/ ammo through the window on the east porch.
We strongly encourage use of shoot cards to limit handling cash as much as possible. While we will have
Peoria Skeet & Trap Club shooting staff wiping the buttons and touchable surfaces periodically, we
recommend that members bring their own wipes and/or spray, to disinfect surfaces as well.
(Disinfectant wipes are in short supply, please bring some if you have them).
Entrance to the clubhouse will be limited to the East Door.
Face Covering required if entering clubhouse.
Encourage use of face covering while on shooting grounds.
Off-Hour shooting continues to be available to those members that have previously been certified.
However, at this time, additional Off-Hour certification training is not being scheduled.
Skeet and trap (no pullers) limited to 3 shooters per squad. First-come first-served, fields will not be
reserved. Please be considerate to those waiting. Shooters should give up field after shooting 50
targets if other members are waiting.
All shooting groups are limited to 3 persons.
Everyone is expected to follow all current social distancing guidelines, always remember to keep at least
6 feet away from others and limit conversational groups.
Please be doubly considerate of others on the grounds & shooting fields, keep a sizable distance
between squads and let other squads leave the station/field before approaching.
We appreciate your patience as we work through this difficult situation and more details will follow.

